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ABSTRACT
A theoretical investigation is mad e of the wind as the possible cause of equatorial undercurrent. A uniform wind is allowed to stress a finite-depth ocean of infinite extent. All
latitudinal current variations are f3 effects. The si ngular behavior of the flow is studied
equatorward from midlatitudes. Next, the eq uatorial current is found to be strongly dependent on an assumed constant Austausch coefficient. A turbulent model for vertical
momentum transfer of horizontal momentum, for stable Richardson numbers, is postulated;
no free parameters are assumed. Qualitative agreement for the Cromwell Current is obtained.
The undercurrent problem for more general wind and pressure driving is then studied with
a constant eddy viscosity, and this is applied to a discussion of Indian Ocean observations.

1. Introduction. The Cromwell Current flows eastward along the Pacific
equator with a maximum velocity of about 150 cm/sec at a depth of I oo m;
at the equator at a depth of 200 m and at 2°N and 2°S this Current essentially
disappears. The flow extends across the Paci fie Ocean and is permanent. This
is a major ocean current. However, being imbedded in a broader and slower
current system, the surface features of which follow the atmospheric wind
pattern, this strong deep flow was not discovered until 1952 (Montgomery
and Stroup 1962). The wind and surface current at the equator is westward.
A similar undercurrent has been observed along the Atlantic equator (Metcalf
et al. 1962), where the meteorological conditions are similar to those in the
Pacific. During the Indian Ocean Expedition a similar phenomenon was
sought and was found to exist generally during the period of the northeast
monsoon, but not the southwest (vid. § 7).
Extensive direct current-meter measurements, made during the I.G.Y.
(Knauss 1960 ), defined the Cromwell Current profiles and firmly established
the phenomenon. This aroused considerable theoretical interest. The equator
is a dynamically unique region of the oceans, because there the vertical comr. Accepted for publication and submitted to press 12 F ebruary 1966.
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ponent of the earth's rotation vanishes. Thus the total fl.ow cannot be essentially geostrophic in the extraequatorial sense. Mathematical models that
resolve this singularity by a variety of hypotheses have been advanced. The
models are all heuristic. Almost all of the models contain a free parameter
and yield some result that does not contradict observations, thus pointing
out clearly the care necessary for oceanographic interpretation of heuristic
theory.
In the present study a simple model is formulated for which the extraequatorial flow is well understood. Various mechanisms for singular equatorial
behavior are explored. The dependence of the fl.ow at the equator upon an
assumed constant eddy viscosity is then investigated; it is found to be strong.
A turbulent model is next explored that is closed by empirically motivated
hypotheses. Numerical solutions are obtained that are in good agreement with
Cromwell Current data. Finally, the response of the constant eddy-viscosity
model is investigated under general driving forces and compared qualitatively
with Indian Ocean observations.
2 . Formulation of the Mathematical Model. Consider a simple model that
permits exploration of the hypothesis that the undercurrent is a peculiarly
equatorial phenomenon; viz., one in which latitudinal variation arises solely
from the curvature of the oceanic shell relative to the direction of the earth's
rotational axis. Thus a steady and uniform wind stress is allowed to act upon a
p-plane ocean of infinite extent in both horizontal directions. The ocean is
formally assumed to be of finite but constant depth and, ab initio, to be of
homogeneous density. However, to relate our discussion to natural phenomena,
the depth of the thermocline rather than the total oceanic depth will be employed in the argument. Consonant with the experience that continental
boundaries exert a profound far-reaching influence through the support of
pressure gradient in the open ocean, a spatially uniform longitudinal pressure
gradient is assumed. Such a gradient introduces neither longitudinal nor
latitudinal variation of the current system. In the absence of the p effect-i.e.,
if the sea bottom were either fixed in an inertial frame or rotating uniformly
about a vertical axis-the present problem would be reduced merely to the
determination of (horizontally uniform) vertical profiles of current. The
relevance of the p-plane approximation for present purposes has been demonstrated elsewhere by a scale analysis (Robinson 1965); the crucial restriction is that the vertical-to-horizontal scale ratio of the motion be smaller
than the ratio of the horizontal scale to the radius of the earth.
In the ensuing analysis the appearance of natural (or internal) scales and
amplitudes of motion will be of paramount importance. Furthermore, different
nondimensional groupings of the external parameters will be relevant to varous
parts of the discussion. Thus a general nondimensional statement of the equations is made here.
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Let y be the distance measured northward from an equatorial origin, z the
distance vertically upward from an arbitrary origin, and x positive to the east,
with v, w, u the corresponding nondimensional velocity components. Let L
and D be respectively the horizontal and vertical scales of the motion; i.e.,
appropriately scaled dependent variables are assumed to be smooth functions of
the scaled space variables (C = z /D, 'Y/ = y/ L). The origin of 'Y/ is set at the
equator; the origin of Cwill be specified differently for the various choices of D.
Let the horizontal velocity components be nondimensionalized by /70 , the
vertical component by f7oD/ L. The turbulent transfer of momentum in the
horizontal is assumed to be negligible, but not the vertical transfer, which is
necessary to allow the surface stress to set the sea in motion. An eddy viscosity,
KM = v.A, is assumed for the vertical diffusion of horizontal momentum.
Here v is the amplitude and .A is a nondimensional form factor, e.g., for a
constant eddy-viscosity model .A = 1 • Then the Coriolis parameter is {Jy =
(2Q/'iR)y, where Q is the rotational rate and 'iR the radius of the earth. A
characteristic amplitude for the surface wind-stress components, i-<xi, i-<v>, is
denoted by i-0 • Finally, P, the difference in pressure (divided by density) from
the hydrostatic value, in the absence of motion, is expressed as

(2. I)

P = To/D [nx + Lp(rJ)],

where n is a pure number. Equation ( 2. I) is consistent with the maintenance of
an approximate hydrostatic balance in the motion as well as with the discussion
in the preceding paragraph.
Under the above notation, the equations for the conservation of horizontal
momentum and of mass take the following form, with subscripts denoting
partial differentiation:

- (.Aue)c + [f7oD 2 / Lv] (vuT/ + wue) - [{JLD 2 /v] 'Y}V + [ToD/ f7ov ]n
2

=

-(.Ave)c + [f7oD'/ Lv] (vvT/ + wve) + [{JLD /v]'YJU + [i-oD/ f7ov ]pT/ =

o, (2.2)
0'

vT/ + we = o.

(2.3)
(2.4)

The boundary conditions on the sea bottom (or at the thermocline) are

(2.5)

U=V=W=O,
and on the sea surface,

.Aue= (Di-o/ f7ov)rx., .Ave= (Di-o/ f7ov)µ,

W=O,

(2.6)

where the nondimensional wind-stress amplitude parameters rx. (eastward or
azimuthal) and µ (northward or meridional) are pure numbers of order unity.
The usual approximation of applying (2.6) at the mean sea level will be employed; this does not, of course, imply that the sea surface is undistorted.
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3. Extraequatorial Ekman-Sverdrup Theory and the Nature of the Equatorial
Singularity. The solution to the problem posed is well known for midlatitudinal
regions when the external parameters are evaluated with numbers characteristic
of the major oceanic basins. The flow is linear and separates into a geostrophic
region surrounded by surface and bottom Ekman layers. A formal analysis
(Robinson 196 5: § 6) has revealed that, to a first approximation, the bottom
boundary layer may be ignored and the first two of conditions (2.5) relaxed.
In such a case, bottom stress is negligible compared with surface stress. With
this result, with the neglect of nonlinear terms, and with the use of (2.6),
integration of (2. 2) from bottom to surface results in

where f/ is the local meridional transport. Here and in ( 2. I), D is to be interpreted as the total depth, H. Since IX is independent of r;, (3. I) implies

f/ = o and

:n;

=

(3.2)

IX •

By continuity, (8 f//&rJ) = o. Thus both the meridional transport and the
zonal pressure gradient, which are independent of latitude, are determined by
the character of the midlatitudinal flow. In particular, these values will be
maintained at the equator.
Consider now the scaling appropriate for the Ekman layer, D = (v/{3L)''2,
f/0 = r: 0 /(/3L v) 1 i2 • A stream function for the meridional circulation, v = n,
w = -1Prp and a similarity variable, = l;r; 1i 2, are convenient to define. The
origin of I; and lies in the sea surface. Let A = I, u = r;- 112 µ (~), 1P = rr'
rp(~), whence, for the boundary layer, (2.2, 2.3, 2.6) appear as

(µ" + g;') + !__§__ (µg;' - g;µ')
r;5/2

(g;

111

12
+ µ) + -f,E ((fJ- -

µ' (0) =

'f/5~

IX ,

= 0

2

2

<p" ( 0)

=

'

<p<p" ) = 0

µ , <p

=

'

(3.3 b)

0 .

Here a prime denotes ~-differentiation, and eE = r:0 /(v/3 3 L 5 ) 1l2 is interpreted
as the Rossby number of the Ekman layer. The usual Ekman-layer solutions
are obtained by retaining only the first bracket in each of (3. 3 a, 3. 3 b). The
resulting functions are smooth in~; thus the coefficients of the second brackets
exhibit explicitly the order of magnitude of the neglected terms.
Two distinct and different mechanisms for the breakdown of linear Ekman
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theory are remarkable as the equator ('YJ = o) is approached. L must be chosen
so that 'Y) = I somewhere in the center of the midlatitudinal region under
consideration; hence {JL is the characteristic Coriolis parameter for the region.
Now 'JI is chosen so that, at 'I'/ = I , = t; = I is the characteristic depth of the
surface-boundary layer [ usually identified with the oceanic mixed layer
0(104 cm)]. But exponential decay occurs along surfaces of constant~, not ?;;
e.g.,~ = I defines the curve t; = 'Y)- 1 / 2 • Thus the surface layer thickens without
limit, and the boundary-layer approximation ceases to be valid when its thickness becomes comparable to the total depth, H. The relevant inequality, in
dimensional form, is
y >) v/{JH 2 •
(3.4)
The second mechanism occurs because the velocities and shears in the Ekman
layer become indefinitely large and the nonlinear inertial terms cannot remain
negligible. At 'I'/ = I , these terms are o(Be), which, for 1:0 = I cm 2 /sec2 and
v = I o4 cm 2 /sec, is o ( 10- 5). The condition for valid neglect of these terms is
simply B(< 'Y) 5l 2 or
y

. ~ ] 1/5

» v[J3
[

(3.5)

.

Consider next the scaling of the deep geostrophic region. H ere D = H and

P0 = 1:0 / fJ LH so that the Coriolis accelerations are of comparable magnitude
to the pressure gradient as inferred from (3. I). The momentum equations
take the form
Bo V u'YJ - 'Y) V + 1l = 0 ,
(3 .6a)
(3.6b)
since the horizontal geostrophic velocities are independent of t;. The Rossby
number of the geostrophic region is defined as Bo = 1:o/{J 2 L 3H. Equations
(3.6a, 3.6 b) exhibit a third mechanism fo r the equatorial breakdown of the
Ekman-Sverdrup Row, viz., a nonlin ear breakdown of the geostrophic fl ow.
The latitudinal bound for equatorward approach in this case is somewhat
ambiguous for the problem as posed. This is because it is dependent upon the
specification of p ('Y/), i.e., the amount of (geostrophic) free zonal fl ow that
occurs in the motion. Under the assumption that there is a constant part of the
~radient pTJ (which must be the case ifµ # o), both u, V~ 'YJ- ', and the restriction becomes Bo << '1'} 3, or
y

»

[

7:0

{32 H

]i/3
.

(3 .7)

It should be noted that the three restrictions (3.4, 3. 5, 3. 7) are independent,
and any one of them may be the most powerful, in that it is violated first as the
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equator is approached. The character of the equatorial flow must be expected
to be quite dependent upon the relative strength of these inequalities. Stommel
( 1960) has investigated the simple linear case that obtains when (3. 5, 3. 7) but
not (3.4) are obeyed. In an attempt to gain insight into the development of an
appropriate equatorial model, a pointedly crude evaluation of the inequalities
may be made with the choice of-r0 = 1 cm 2 /sec2, H = 1o5 cm, v = 104 cm 2 /sec,
fJ = 2 x 10- 1 3 1/cm-sec. Then, all three cases yield approximately y )) 1o7 cm.
Thus no insight is afforded, but the existence of a I oo-km bound for the
validity of the extraequatorial approximations is suggestive of the pertinence of
the model to undercurrent phenomena.
4. Constant Eddy-viscosity Model at the Equator. The results in the preceding section indicate that, in the vicinity of the equator, the flow may be
highly nonlinear, with stresses comparable to the applied surface traction
extending throughout the total depth of the fluid motion. This suggests that
at the equator the scale depth D should be chosen as the total depth H, and
that V0 should be determined so that no parameter enters into (2.6), viz.
Vo = Hr:o/v. Then (2.2, 2.3) appear as

-(.Auc)c+R[vu17 +wuc]-o'YJv+n
- (.Avc)c + R [vv1) + wvc] + O'Y)U + P11

=

o,

= 0.

(4. I a)
(4.1 b)

The Reynolds number (R) and the nondimensional fJ parameter (o) are defined as R == ToH 3 /v 2 L and o == fJ LH 2 /v. It is difficult at this stage to assign
even approximate numerical values to these parameters. There is no a priori
reason to assume that the value of v = 1o4 cm 2 /sec, chosen to fit the extraequatorial Ekman layer to the mixed layer, is characteristic of the equatorial
flow, but it will be used for an initial estimate. The depth H, associated with
the depth of the thermocline, is constant in the mathematical model but is
shallower equatorially than tropically in the oceans; it is assumed that I o4 < H
< 1o5 cm. Then with L = 1o7 cm, 1o-3 < R < 1 , 10-2 < o< 1.
In the case that the wind is purely zonal (µ = o), a significant simplification
for the solution of (4.1) arises because of symmetry properties of the fields
about the equator; u, w, p are symmetric and v is antisymmetric. Let it be
assumed that a power-series form of solution can describe the flow very near
the equator (but not necessarily throughout the entire equatorial region). If
U = uo(C) + o('YJ 2 ), V = 'Y)O [v, (C) + o('Y/ 2 ) ] , W = o[wo(C) + o('Y/ 2 ) ] , then Uo, v,,
Wo may be determined from the leading contributions to (4.1a, 4.1b), differentiated once with respect to C, and from (2.4), viz.,

- (.Au')'+ ewu' + n = o,
- (.Av')"+ E: [ vv' + wv"] + u' = o ,
V

+w'

= 0,

(4.2a)
(4.2 b)
(4.2c)
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subject to the conditions

.Au'(1) = rx,.Av'(1) = w(1) = u(o) = v(o) = w(o) = o.

(4.3)

Here and through § 6 the subscripts have bee n dropped, and primes indicate
total differentiation with respect to 1;,, the origin of which has now been set
at the bottom of the fluid layer. Thus a formal problem for the determination
of the vertical profiles of the zonal and vertical velocities and of the meridional
velocity gradient precisely at the equator is exactly isolatable, given the symmetry properties and both the meridional transport and zonal pressure gradient
determined extraequatorially. These profiles are characterized by a single
parameter, e == CJR = io{JH 5 /v3 •
Under the assumption of constant eddy viscosity (A = 1), Charney ( 1960)
has numerically integrated equations equivalent to (4.2, 4.3) for the case of a
westward wind, rx = :n: = - 1 . This choice of wind, together with the extraequatorial determination of the longitudinal pressure gradient, relates the
present simple model as closely as possible to the equatorial Pacific. Charney
integrated for five values ofv (107, 47, 27, 17, 14 cm2 /sec) and concluded that
some value of v intermediate between the last two would give the best fit to
Cromwell Current observations. This choice of viscosity allowed him to fit
an eastward Cromwell Current maximum of I oo cm/sec, but it also gave him
an eastward surface velocity. If Charney had chosen a larger v value, a westward surface flow could be fitted, but then the undercurrent maximum would
be too weak.
In order to gain insight into the physical mechanism for the production of
undercurrent, to evaluate critically the relevance of the model to real oceanic
phenomena, and to allow for the consideration of more general wind and
pressure driving, it is necessary to study further the dependence of the solution
of (4.2, 4. 3) upon the external parameters. This may be simply done analytically
in the range c: < 1, where power-series solutions in this parameter are allowed.
Let u = u0 +c:u' + ... etc. The 0(1) contributions to (4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c) and
the o(c:) contribution to (4.2a) are, respectively,
(4.4a)
vo'" = uo',
wo' = - vo,

(4.4b)
(4.4c)
(4.5)

To o(c:), the inhomogeneous contribution to (4.3) yields u0 ' (1) = rx, u''
( 1) = o; the linear homogeneous conditions are of course satisfied to all orders in
e separately. With the use of (3.2), the solutions to (4.4) are
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(4.6)

The first-order zonal flow, given by (4.5), is
uI

=-

C( Z

480

' -7 ( 4 + -33) .
C - - 7 + -3 c,(

(

14

5

lO

70

(4.7)

The results of this perturbation calculation have a simple interpretation.
The parameters is proportional to (3; as /3 vanishes, s vanishes [as do the amplitudes of v and w through the o factor preceding eq. (4.2)]. Thus u 0 is the
shear flow with pressure gradient, which would be present in the absence of
any rotational effects. The velocity is purely zonal and is in the direction of
the wind. The quadratic term forced by n = a satisfies the surface-stress condition . This zonal shear flow is deflected by Coriolis acceleration, which
produces a meridional component of velocity (v 0 ) everywhere except precisely
at the equator. Because of the f3 effect, the meridional flow is divergent; the
horizontal divergence is matched by a vertical divergence that gives rise to a
vertical velocity (w 0 ) at the equator. This vertical velocity implies a divergent
advective zonal momentum flux, and u 1 is generated as a correction to the
longitudinal velocity. Thus, although Coriolis acceleration does not appear
explicitly in the zonal momentum balance, it is felt through the fact that the
shear flow induced by the differential rotation is nonparallel.
Although u 0 follows the wind, u' (~cx 2 ) does not. The parenthesis in (4.7)
is always positive, i.e., the /3-produced correction is always eastward. This is
because both u 0 and w 0 change sign with a so that the advection remains unaltered. In fact, the linear contribution to u 1 dominates the higher powers of
C except very near C = l. Thus, within o(s2 ) and o(s (5) the longitudinal
velocity profile at the equator is given approximately in dimensional form by

u(o,z) ""

z2
(•'QH6)'
2 + K,t.ffi 2

x 10-3z.

(4.8)

For To < o, the first term is negative but the second is positive. Since the term
linear in z always dominates sufficiently near the origin, (4.8) represents an
eastward undercurrent imbedded in a westward flow .
In Fig. 1 the results of Charney's numerical analysis have been replotted
with the scaling adopted here. The perturbation solution agrees quantitatively
for high viscosities (s~ 500). Of particular interest is the sensitivity of the
solution to the value of KM, which may be seen in Fig. r. This sensitivity is
strikingly demonstrated by the analytical solution (4.8). The undercurrent
term depends upon KM- 4, as well as on H 6 • The depth H, identified with the
thermocline depth, is, of course, another artificial parameter of the problem.
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The zonal-flow profile u(o,(;t:) for constant eddy viscosity (after Charney 1960: fig. 1).

Because of these strong dependencies, a quantitative comparison of the results
of this model with real equatorial flows is prohibited. On the other hand,
the production mechanism for undercurrent inherent in the large-scale nonlinear interaction illustrated above is a simple one. Is this mechan ism inherent
in the Cromwell Current? The ability to produce an eastward velocity at a
depth of I 30 cm/sec with free choice of KM = 14 does not answer this question.
In § 5 an empirically turbulent model is developed. The aim is not to seek
detail or to attempt to obtain precise quantitative agreement with observation.
Rather, the grossest qualitative question is addressed: can the wind cause the
Cromwell Current?
5. Development of a Turbulent Model. The strong dependency upon, and
the sensitivity to, the constant eddy viscosity KM = v of the results in § 4 preclude the possibility of application of such ideas to the interpretation of oceanographic observation. However, as may be seen readily from a consideration of
the s expansion, a pivotal problem contained within the complex flow defined
by (4.2, 4.3) is the shear flow with pressure gradient in the absence of rotation.
Although this simpler flow is imperfectly understood, a considerable body of
empirical knowledge has accrued. In particular, it is possible to treat this flow
with more sophistication than with the assumption of constant KM, which
yields the quadratic u 0 profile of (4.6). The philosophy to be adopted here is
to calibrate the undercurrent problem so that, when reduced to the nonrotating
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shear Row, it is not inconsistent with what is known. The assumptions to be
made will yield a model that contains no free parameters; thus the hypotheses
may be tested. It may be remarked that the property of contain ing no free
parameters is distinct from that of uniqueness.
The strong dependency of (4.8) upon the thermocline depth, H, though
undesirable, does not present a difficulty of the same nature. From observed
density profiles, the value of H as defined is readi ly identifiable to better than
an order of magnitude, even though the thermocline within the undercurrent
is less sharp right at the equator than it is a short distance on either side (Knauss
1960: fig. 7). For the present, let the assumption of an infinitely sharp thermodine be retained, and consider the case of a shear Row in a water mass of
homogeneous density. The arbitrariness of 'JI is to be removed by the introduction of Von Karman's empirical constant, k. In a constant-stress region in the
vicinity of a bounding surface (z = H ), the eddy viscosity is given by the law
of the wall (e.g., Bowden 1962 : § 1-B) as

KM = k l-rl 112 (H -z).

(5. I)

Since, even in the limits = o , the zonal pressure gradient causes a stress gradient, the law of the wall is never strictly applicable to the system considered.
Nevertheless, (5.1) motivates the choice of 'JI= k-,;~I• H, which leads to
scaling amplitudes for u, v , w (more correctly u0 , v ', w 0 ) of -,;~/2 k- 1 , {Jhk- 2 ,
{Jh2 k- 2 , respectively. Here the odependence of the amplitude of v, w introduced
prior to (4.2) has been incorporated into the amplitude definition. Nows = {JH 2
-,;~i 2 k-3. The values of -r0 = 0.2cm 2 -sec- 2 and H = 2 x 104cm yield 'JI=
4 x I o3 cm 2 -sec- 1 , s = 3 x I o-3, and numerical amplitudes for u, v, w of
1 cm-sec', 3 x I o-8 sec', 5 x 40-4 cm-sec 1 , respectively.
In the Row under consideration, the longitudinal stress is much greater
than the latitudinal stress. If the local longitudinal stress be substituted into
(5. 1), there results, in nondimensional fo rm,

A= IAu'i 112 ( 1 -C).

(5.2)

Equation (5.2), or a modification thereof, is to be solved together with the
set (4.2); i.e., the same Austausch coefficient for the vertical mixing of both
longitudinal and latitudinal momentum will be assumed. Three models have
been explored : (i) equation (5.2) as it stands, (ii) equation (5.2) simplified by
the replacement of jAu' l'/2 by unity (a mean-stress assumption), and (iii)
equation (5.2) with mean stress but modified by the introduction of another
mixing length away from the bottom C= o. Since the three results do not
differ at all qualitatively, and since hypothesis (ii) is the simplest, the solution
for that case alone will be quoted. Only the Cromwell Current case, IX = n =
- 1, is treated in this secti on and in § 6.
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Upon expansion in e, the solution for zonal Row through first order is
fo und to be
u =

[C + In ( I

-

C)] + e [. 1 8 - .42 ( 1 - C) 2 + .06 (1 - C)3 (5.3)

-.01(1-C) 4 - .13(1 -C)2ln{(1-C)(1-.44C)}J.

It is again useful to note the form that is valid away from the vicinity of C =

1,

VIZ.

(5.4)
From (5.4) it can be seen that the undercurrent phenomenon occurs as in
(4.8), but here the countercurrent maximum is determined and given as
o ( 10-2 e2 //o), or about one Angstrom per second ( 1 o-8 cm-sec- 1 ). It must be
concluded that the present model cannot account for the Cromwell Current,
although an undercurrent phenomenon is present. It is of interest to compute
the surface current in this model. It is known that the roughness length appropriate for the transfer of momentum from the wind to the sea is about a millimeter (Ellison 1956). L et it be assumed that the roughness length (Co) at the
sea surface appropriate to the current profile is the same; then let Co = 10-5 .
There results a surface current o ( 1 o cm-sec), which is the correct order of
magnitude.
At this point it is clear that either the Cromwell Current does not result
from the nonlinear process investigated, or the turbulent shear-Row model is
inadequate. Fig. 2 shows the density field at the Pacific equator, obtained from
23.00

24.00

"t

25.00

16.00

17.00

100

"I~ Z
AVERAGE Of 4 STATIONS

200

300

Figure z. Observed densi ty anomaly vs. depth and a linear approximation.
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the average of four stations occupied at 13 I 0 W, 134°W,
137°W, 139°59'W, for which velocity profiles obtained
Richardson
D epth
(m)
No .
by current meters are available. These data were kindly
provided by John A. Knauss. The density is represented
.035
10
by
the anomaly ap = 1o3 (e - 1). The Richardson num.017
20
ber,
Ri = g(oe/oz) e-'(ou/oz)- 2 , has been computed for
.163
30
.465
every 10-m depth for the individual stations as well as
40
.245
50
for the average e, u fields. There is little qualitative dis.756
60
tinction. The result for the average is shown in Table I.
12.8
70
All values from zero (at the sea surface) to infinity (at
80
370
the undercurrent maximum) occur. Characteristically,
225
90
225
100
between 20 m and the maximum velocity, Ri~1 /2;
3.37
110
below the maximum, Ri~2. The Richardson number
120
1.30
is a measure of the effect of density stratification on mix130
1.10
ing by shear turbulence. Table I indicates that the
2.40
140
1. 37
system is effectively strongly stably stratified. The neu150
.81
160
trally stable assumption (5. 1) is inappropriate.
1.33
170
Less is known about stably stratified shear Rows than
3.13
180
about
the unstable case, which occurs commonly in
1.36
190
the
atmospheric
boundary layer. Various formulae for
200
1.96
KM have been suggested for the stable but almost neutral case. For o < Ri 1, all may be reduced to the
modification of (5. 1) by a factor ( 1 - a Ri). The pure constant a is certainly
known within an order of magnitude. The value a = 5 is adopted here (Priestly
1959: 32, Ellison and Turner 1960: fig. 4, and Webb, personal communication). Sufficiently strong stability is assumed to inhibit momentum transfer entirely, i.e., KM
as Ri co. The assumption

Table I.

«

112

KM= k lrl (H - z)
__1_+_a_R_ i_ '

(5.5)

which includes simply both limiting cases, is made. Although (5.5) is admittedly crude, it may be adequate for a qualitative discussion of an equatorial current in which mean nonlinearities and Coriolis acceleration are
dominant.
In the defining equation for KM, both rand Ri are to be regarded as local
quantities dependent upon zonal shear. In order to avoid the complexities of a
variable-density oceanic model, only the effect of stratification upon the eddy
viscosity will be considered here. Thus oe/oz is taken as a known quantity.
Consider the model oe/oz = S, a constant. Then Ri ~ (uz)- 2 • With the same
scaling as that for the constant-density case, (5.2) generalizes to

(u' 2 +I).A = i.Au' J1 12 (1 -C)u' 2

,

(5.6)
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where E = a g S H 2 k2 .;;-'. For the straight-line approximation drawn in
Fig. 2, E = 2 x 105. Equation (5 .6) is to be solved together with (4.2, 4.3) for
the fields u, v, w, and .A.
6. Results of Numerical .Analysis. Solutions to the boundary-value problem
posed in § 5 have been obtained by numerical computation for :n; = a = - 1
and for the following sets of (e, E) values : (o,o ), (o, 1 ), ( o, 10), (o, 1 o3 ), (o, 106),
(10-s, 106), (3 x 10-s, 106), (10-4, 106), (10-3, 106). It was not possible to
exploit the smallness of e or the largeness of Eby analytical methods, essentially
because the dependence on these two parameters is not smooth. Internal
regions of different dynamic balance occur, associated with extrema and zeros
of the velocity profiles as well as with the transition u' 2 ; E. The surfacemixing length of Co = 1 o-s was retained. Furthermore, a minimum internal
value, Amin = 10-s, was assumed, i.e., if (5.5) yielded an .A < Amin, the machine selected Amin . This occurred only near the undercurrent maximum,
where (5.5) yields .A= o . Solutions were not sensitive to an order of magnitude change in Amin.
Since only u' appears in the equations, the problem is really of fifth order,
with three boundary conditions known at C = r and two at C = o. The
procedure adopted was to guess the two unknown boundary values necessary
to integrate away from C = I as an initial-value problem [v(r), (.Av')'(r)].
Values of v(o), w(o) were contoured on a map, and the guess values were
gradually improved until the point v(o) = w( o) = o was found. In practice
this became extremely tedious as the distance away from the known analytic
solution point, e = E = o, increased. It will be seen below that the solution
changed qualitatively over the parameter range considered. Wrong starting
values led to the appearance of several internal zeros of v, w, which complicated
the contouring. Although the exact solution sought was sensitive to the initial
values (and thereby to the boundary conditions at z = o) in this sense, it was
established a posteriori that the zonal stress and velocity were not. As a final
step, the u-field was calculated by integration from C = o. The integrations
were performed by a Runge-Kutta procedure with a variable step size that
adjusted itself to integrate with given error bounds across the intense internal
shear layers that developed. The IBM-7094 at the Harvard Computation
Center was employed.
The effect of increasing J; fore = o is exhibited in Figs. 3-7. In this case
Au' = -C, u is the nonrotating shear flow, and v, w are the first effects of
Coriolis deflection. The eddy-viscosity maximum (Fig. 4) is decreased from
the neutrally stable value o(r) to 0(10-J) for E = 106 -only about a hundred
times molecular if v = 4 x I o3 cm 2 -sec- 1 • Correspondingly, the single-celled
vertical-velocity component (Figs. 5 and I I) increases in strength by four
orders of magnitude. Coupled with the strong gradient of u (Fig. 3), this
indicates a possibility of effective mean nonlinear interaction for finite e.
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The effect of increasing s for the strong stable value of I: = 10 6 is shown
in Figs. 8-13. An intense undercurrent is seen to develop (Fig. 9); when
s = 1 o-3, the surface current has been pulled positive. The zonal-stress distribution (Fig. 8) shows a bottom stress of increasing magnitude-ten times
the surface stress for s = 10-3. Thus the artificial device of imposing boundary
conditions at thermocline depth must effectively parameterize the significant
physics of momentum absorption if this model is to be applicable to the real
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ocean. The eddy viscosity (Fig. 10) above the undercurrent maximum decreases withs but remains comparable to that for s = o; below the maximum
it is ten times greater. The change from a double to a single cell of vertical
velocity (Fig. 11) occurs at s = 10-4; by s = 10-3 the deep sinking motion
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pervades almost the entire depth. The complex balances present in the doublecell fl ow are strikingly shown in the profiles of meridional velocity and stress
gradients (Figs . 1 2 and 1 3). The details are real features of the solutions that
were checked by a print-out of all terms in the equations.
For comparison with the Cromwell Current, the numerical amplitudes introduced in § 5 were used. The value r 0 = 0.2 cm 2 -sec-2 was obtained from
Hidaka's (195 8) wind-stress computation. Comparison with observation is
made in Figs. 14 and 15 with the points I = 106 , e = 10-4 and 10- 3; the
precise point e = 3 x I o - 3 , I = 2 x I os was not computed. This is consistent
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with the aims stated at the end of§ 4. To compute the additional point would
involve considerable labor and be of dubious meaningfulness. The fact that s
may be somewhat underestimated and E overestimated are compensatory in
the production of the mean nonlinearity and therefore of the undercurrent.
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The bracketing of the observational curves for both u and Ri by the theoretical fields leads to the conclusion that the wind can indeed cause the Cromwell Current. In addition, comparison can be made with Knauss' (1966)
observationally inferred values for eddy viscosity, 5 cm-sec-2, and vertical
velocity, (0.5-r) x 10- 2 cm-sec. Numbers characteristic of the theoretical distributions of these fi elds are 10-10 2 cm-sec-2, (o.5-5) x 10- 2 cm-sec-'.

7. Th e Constant-viscosity M odel Subject to M ore General Wind and Pressure
Forces. The qualitative correctness of the above results, when compared with
Cromwell Current observations, not only lends credence to the turbulent
model itself but also renews interest in the qualitative behavior of the constant
eddy-viscosity model. This is important because the constant-viscosity model
can most easily be generalized to the case of forcing by more general wind and
pressure distributions. Furthermore, for the kind of information desi red,
results obtainable by approximate analysis will suffice. The tendency for the
nonlinear terms to produce equatorial current, deducible from an extended
e expansion, will be assumed indicative of the behavior of the fl ow when fully
nonlinear.
The most general case accessible to the formulation introduced in equation
( 2 . r) is for the zonal component of wind to be a linear functi on of latitude
[-r<x) =-r<x>(o)+(d-r<x> /dy)y], and for the meridional component to be a constant. Then the extraequatorial depth integral of type (3. I) yields
-rW(aj

px = ~ '

r

T = -

/3

d-rW

(7. r)

dy '

where T is the meridional transport in cm 2 -sec 1 • Now, if -r<x> is assumed to
vary smoothly across the extraequatorial region, it must be essentially constant
across the width of the singular phenomena at the equator. But there remains
a non-negli gible effect of the wind variation in that dT/dy = o , and the transport must be carried across the equator.
The effects of both meridional wind component and meridional transport
destroy the symmetry of the fl ow about the equator. Consequently, any undercurrent produced will not be centered at the equator. It is no longer possible
to employ a power-series development such as that which led to equations
(4.2). If all powers of y are included in the expansion of all fields, the equatorial
vertical-profile problem is not isolatable. H owever, a o expansion in the p
effect is permissible. The formulation of (4.1) is used. The zeroth approximation is a parallel but nonzonal simple shear flow driven by surface stresses a,
µ and by pressure grad ients n, p 11 = 3 µ - 3/2 f/ [ where f/ = T (Hf/0 1] . To
each higher approximation in
each field is represented by a polynomial in
'YJ of increasingly hi gher power. At each order one must compute down from
the highest power of 'Y/ until the 'Y/0 correction to the fl ow at the equator is
obtained. This is consistent with the physical nature of the approximation.

o,

t
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The P-induced zonal-flow tendency is revealed by the expansion coefficients
(C), etc., defined by
U

=

Uoo

+ 0 [R Uro + Un 'I'/] + 0 ( 02 ) .

The zeroth-order shear flow is given by

and the first-order zonal flow by

Uro

=

[-3
- (- µz16 + µ2V + r-) -~]
CS + [__!__56 (µ28 - J__4 µ V + 3r-) 6720
224
+ _1

720

(-

5

:n2

+ --2.. a :n _ a 2 )] c6 +
2

[iv(!!_
_v) +
20
4

+ - I ( -I :n2 - - 7 a :n + -5 a 2 )] cs + [ - I V ( - -µ + 3 V ) +
40 5
15
24
12
2

[7.3b)
Here the extraequatorially deduced relationships between wind and pressure
gradients have not been substituted in order to allow the results to be compared with observation when the a, µ, :n, V are empirically obtainable. The
a, :n; contributions to Uro of (7 .3 b) reduce to u' of (4.7) with <X = :n; and arise
from the vuy term.
Although (7 .3) is a complicated function of the parameters, qualitative interpretation is facilitated by the fact that the linear terms in C again dominate
over most of the depth interval. The physical velocity field is thus approximated by
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[p

2

2 QH -z { -I- [ { PxHu(y,z),:,; -z _ x_z + -r<x> (o)-PxH] + ffiv 4
v
2
1575

1
- 2. I 9 -r<x) (O) }2 + 0. I 35 -r<x) (0 )2] - - - [(•(y) (o) +
1680
(7.4)

Here they-dependence should be considered only as indicative of the sign of
the gradient, 8u/8y (o, z). Note that the contribution to u(o, z) proportional
to Q consists of a positive definite contribution forced by -r<x> (o), P x and of a
negative definite contribution forced by -r<Yl (o), T. Thus the ,8-induced fl.ow
need not necessarily be eastward or be an undercurrent. Consider a uniform
wind at an angle <l> measured positive clockwise from the equator (<l> = o for
ex= 1, µ = o). Then, with PxH = -r<x>(o), T = o, the ,8-induced fl.ow
vanishes along the lines <l> = ± 40°; i.e., Un< o for <l> < 40°, Un> o for 40° <
<l> < 140, etc. Consider next T = -r<x> = -r<v> = o. Then the ,8-induced fl.ow
~p; to the east, but in this case 8u/8y ~ y and is not inferrable from (7.4).
It is of interest to refer the results of this section to observations on equatorial current in the Indian Ocean (Knauss and Taft 1963, 1964, Swallow
I 964), where the winds blow across the equator and change direction with
season. It is understandable, on the basis of this model, that undercurrent was
sometimes found and sometimes not, and that both positive and negative zonal
velocity existed. The meridional current component on occasion exceeded the
zonal component in magnitude. In at least one instance, when undercurrent
did occur, the core velocity maximum was displaced away from the equator.
A more precise comparison of the theoretical results with observations must
involve (i) a knowledge of the variable winds that actually occurred, (ii) a
discussion of the time dependence of the currents, and (iii) a choice of eddy
viscosity. The perturbation solution should be particularly applicable in the
case that strong undercurrent does not occur. In Fig. I 6 a comparison is
attempted merely between the tendency of the average seasonal winds to produce current and the Indian Ocean current data. The wind-stress data are from
Hidaka (1958: tables 6-9). West refers to an average from 52.5°W to 72.5°W
inclusive, and East, from 72.5 °E to 92.5°E. The stress values for 2.5 °N and
2.5 °S were averaged to obtain -r<x>, -r(y) and differenced for d-r<x> fdy. The subscripts S (Swallow) and K-T (Knauss and Taft) refer to the presence and
strength of an undercurrent of Pacific Cromwell Current type. Fig. 16 is
remarkably consistent with eq. (7.4). Undercurrent is found in the spring
(northern hemisphere) when both -r<Yl and d-r<x> fdy pass through zero while
-r<x> is relatively strong, but not in the summer when -r<v> and d-r<x> /dy either
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Figure 16. The observation of undercurrent in the Indian Ocean by Swallow (S) and Knauss and Taft
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dominate or tend to cancel .-<x>. The asymmetry that forces the core maximum to the south as the undercurrent strengthens and then declines in
Swallow's three stations agrees in sign with fJu/fJy as given by (7 . 1) and (7.4)
with T< o .
8. .A Remark on the Stratified Problem. The results obtained are sufficiently
suggestive of real equatorial phenomena so as to encourage further development of the theory. The transient problem has been mentioned above; in both
the steady and unsteady cases the transition from equatorial to extraequatorial
flow remains to be understood. Furthermore, variable density effects have
been neglected except for the assumption of no penetration below the thermodine and the influence of stability on the vertical-mixing process.
A reasonable first step in the development of a model that includes baroclinic
processes is to introduce the density field under retention of the assumption
that the velocity is independent of longitude. Let the density anomaly be
measured by an apparent temperature 0, where (! = (!o ( 1 - a 0). The cus-
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tomary Boussinesq approximation is employed. An approximate hydrostatic
balance and the conservation of apparent heat are expressed by
- y

0 +Pz = o,

(8.1)
(8.2)

where y

= ag.

The forms

0 =Ax+0(y,z),

P = ( ; :n; +yAz) x+ p(y,z)

(8.3)

are the most general allowed. If A = o, the flow is simply stratified; if A -t, o,
the zonal pressure gradient can be set to zero at some depth, e.g., at z = o,
whence :n; = o would be required. For a uniform zonal wind, the integral of
type (3. 1) requires
:n: =

(rorx/H) - (yAH/2) .

Two interpretative points of view toward the present model are relevant.
The depth, H, may be considered to be either the total depth of the ocean or
the depth of the thermocline. The former case can lead to an exploration of
the penetration problem. The latter case is a kind of two-layer model in which
the upper-layer flow is continuously stratified. The former case is of greatest
ultimate interest; only the latter case will be discussed briefly here.
The boundary conditions upon 0 (y, z) play an important role in the problem. Here they are taken to be 0 (y, o) = o and 0 (y, H) = SH. For consistency with the inclusion of x in the model, these conditions are to be a priori
stated and maintained; this is in contradistinction to the choice adopted by
Veronis (1960). To consider the case that differs most from the homogeneous
density model, :n; = o is adopted. Together with (8.4) this implies a zonal
gradient, A = 2 ro/y H 2 • Even though symmetry about the equator obtains, a
power series similar to that in§ 4 is ambiguous; thus, a /J-parameter expansion
is again adopted (in dimensional form). Through first order in /J, the expansion is represented in terms of coefficients that are functions of z only by
U

=

Uoo

+ /J Urn,

v = /Jyvrn,

w = /Jwrn,

0 = 000 + /J [010 + y2 0u] .

(8.5)

It is the appearance of two first-orde_r coefficients in p, 0 to which the difficulty
in direct power series expansion can be traced.
The parallel stratified shear flow is now given by
io

u00 = - - z 3 ,

3vH2

(8.6)
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The first-order coefficients must satisfy

(8. 7 a)
- v

v;; + 2 p

12

+ u00 = o,

(8.7b)

0,, + p;, =

0'

(8. 7 c)

-y 0IO + p;O =

Q)

(8.7d)

- y

(8.7e)

- "0;~ = 0'

(8. 7 f)

-x0;~+w, 0 0~ 0 +Aurn = o.

(8. n)

The set (8. 7) reveals the structure of the ,B-induced Row problem. Since 012
(o) = 012 (H) = o, (8.7f) implies 0,2 (z) =O, whence by (8.7c) p12 is constant.
Then (8. 7 a, 8. 7 b, 8. 7 e) serve to determine the undercurrent Row exactly as
if the fluid were of homogeneous density. In fact, if A = o, n =1= o had been
chosen, this would be precisely the problem solved bye-expansion in § 4. Once
this Row is known, (8. 7 g) may be solved for the adjustment in the temperature
field. Under (8.6)
(8.8)
which is qualitatively the same as the homogeneous fluid result, with a pronounced tendency for the term linear in z to dominate at depth. The central
role played by the barotropic problem within the baroclinic framework may be
at least partially responsible for the agreement of the homogeneous-model
results with observations .
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